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[RE5DX9.EXE] Fatal Application
Exit. That's the error message
I get when I want to open up
Resident Evil 5 with it's exe
file . I recently installed
Resident Evil 5 on my laptop
and it says it cannot find the
re5dx9.exe not found.here is
the error from the game . Hai
I use windows 8 pro recently I
installed resident evil 5 on

my pc, I get an
error'"RE5DX9.exe - Ordinal
not found." Here is the error
in the event . For Resident
Evil 5 on the PC, a GameFAQs
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message board topic titled
"RE5DX9.exe has encountered an
error and needs to close/GFWL
problem". Original title :
error message Hai i am use
windows 8 pro i recently

installed resident evil 5 on
my pc, i have an error . it

goes into the
capcom/residentevil5 folder,

It didn't work for me,.
UI[2]=D:\Program Files (x86)\S
team\steamapps\common\Resident
Evil 5\re5dx9.exe So what I
tried was renaming RE5DX9 to
StreetFighterIV.exe, which is
supported by WeGame. However
the game wouldn't launch

without using the launcher. I
recently installed resident
evil 5 on my laptop and it
says it cannot find the

re5dx9.exe not found.here is
game xlive.dll error how can I
solve this problem? After some
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intial trouble installing RE5,
I got it running and played
for a while but one day it
just says Resident Evil 5

re5dx9 exe download
[RE5DX9.EXE] Fatal Application

Exit. (i) E_FAIL :
XLiveInitialize(&xii) that's
basically the message I get
when I want to start up the
game . resident evil 5 re5dx9
exe download - Resident Evil

5: RE5DX9.EXE - Fatal
Application Exit. (i) E_FAIL :
XLiveInitialize(&xii) that's
basically the message I get
when I want to start up the

game ui[2]=D:\Program Files (x
86)\Steam\steamapps\common\Res

ident Evil 5\re5dx9.exe I
recently installed resident
evil 5 on my laptop and it

says it cannot find the re5dx
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